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ABSTRACT

The production and distribution of digital content over electronic communications networks to a wide range of digital devices is experiencing exponential growth. This global media phenomenon has significant ramifications for development but there is insufficient understanding about the dynamics of the process, and uncertainty about many outcomes. Many factors attempted to determine the process of economic development. Political and economical factors are two factors paying the major influence. While not denying the potential importance of these aforementioned factors, this paper contend that the role of media in developing institutions that facilitate economic progress has only recently begun to receive the attention it deserves. Emphasize to the role of media to the development process this paper is discuss the importance of media in overcoming public choice. It is also important to look up for every aspects of media that can influence the government to make their policy and its impact on government transparency and accountability.
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Some of the people who have been concerned about development issues have been interested in the media. They have tried to find ways in which communication, and particularly the mass media of newspapers, radio and television, can be used to help countries develop and thus to reduce the number of poverty through the economic development. Most recently, there has been enormous interest in the potential of the internet to aid in development. Many of those who have tried to use the media for
development such as activists, journalists and broadcasters, development workers and politicians. And also some have had a more theoretical role proven by there have been thousands of books and articles dedicated to understand what role the media might play in development, and to finding ways in which it might play such a role more effectively.

In the last decade, writers about the international role of communication have tended to be influenced by theories of globalization. And have more or less consciously believed that the solution to poverty lay not in human agency but in the working of the market. For many of them, the only project is that which leads to the opening of markets and the freeing of trade. Just as the World Bank, the IMF and the governments of the developed world came to agree on the ‘Washington Consensus’ that attempts at protection and the defence of local industries are obstacles to development, so there are those in the field of communication who hold similar views of the mass media.

The media can be considered a combination of content such as; music, films, TV, radio, publishing, advertisements, and electronic games which get along with associated technological devices (Locksley 2008). Over time what constitutes as “the media” has both expanded and proliferated. This is because the media have been closely related with technological changes which bring consequences on its content, platforms, and devices on a long virtuous circle. Michael O'Sahughnessy and Jane Stadler wrote in their book that media include a whole host of modern communication systems. They include cinema, television, newspapers, magazines, advertisements, radio, and other interactive multimedia. Furthermore, they also mention video games, computers, mobile phones, pagers, texters, and internet (O'Shaughnessy & Jane Stadler 1999, 3). However, defining media is not easy because the media are constantly changing with the development of technologies. These developments have provided various opportunities and new business models.

Media and Its Intellectual History on Development Issues.

The intellectual history of this field is conventionally divided into three, and sometimes four, distinct phases (Boyd-Barrett 1977, 16-20). The first concerns were with the effect of international propaganda, particularly in the context of the great wars of the twentieth century. Immediately after the Second World War, some of the people who had worked on propaganda issues began to think about the media and development. They believed that the mass media had a crucial role to play in fostering modern attitudes and beliefs, which were thought to be the primary conditions for any significant social changes. This was the period during which what came to be called the ‘dominant paradigm’ of development communication was elaborated.

It was followed by a much more critical phase, in which two distinct emphasis are discernable in the literature. On the other hand, attention was focused upon the structures of international communication, which were held to be at least partly responsible for the continued subordination of developing countries to the interests of the metropolitan powers. Media and cultural imperialism were the central theoretical concerns of what we may term the ‘imperialism paradigm’. The other line of thought saw the key weakness of the dominant paradigm as residing in its top-down approach. It started from a belief that the experts know what is best for everyone else, and designed communication programmes to transmit the fruits of that expertise to the people who were to ‘be developed’. The alternative was to find ways of allowing the objects of development to become its subjects, and to use the media to give them a
voice of their own. This stress upon the needs of the communities in question in discussion of development we may term the ‘participatory paradigm’.

In contrast of these approaches, the recent writing has stressed the extent of the global flow of media content. It also seen in the variety of interpretations open to audiences evidence that the mass media could not possibly have the kinds of direct influence ascribed to them by earlier approaches. On the contrary, the products of the world’s media industries often had a liberating effect. Some of them also able to break down the habits and routines of obsolete social orders and promoting change and development. This domestication of the interests of grand social theory to the concerns of the media have term the ‘globalization paradigm’. He also add most recently there have been some small signs of the emergence of a generation of writers who are advancing what may become another new paradigm, although this is as yet so underdeveloped that it is difficult to give it the same kind title as its predecessors (Hafez 2007).

As one proponent of development communication later wrote that if a nation was able to build a foundation of economic sufficiency it could be the means to reduce the perils of a Communist revolution (Chu 1994, 35). Development as a corpus of theories about communication and society arose directly out of these Cold War imperatives (Leys 1996, 5-6). Within that general concern to provide a ‘non-communist manifesto’, as Rostow subtitled his famous book on economic growth, the dominant paradigm of development communication occupied a central place (Sparks 2007, 11).

At this time being started, the new thinking was clearly needed in the field of development as much as anywhere else. The old recipes appeared to have failed. They had not brought much in the way of development, and what there was had ended up solidifying the power of the elites rather than helping the poor out of poverty. It was clear that the problem of development could not be explained entirely by the backwardness of the population. It seemed to be rooted either in the social structure of developing countries, or in the relationship between developing countries and the metropolitan centres, or perhaps in some combination of the two factors (Sparks 2007, 11).

**The Role of Media in Enhacing the Opportunities to Everyone and Everything**

There are many kinds of aspects that the media can provide opportunities to everyone especially related with globalization and development process. One of its leading arguments wrote that Development is a type of social change in which new ideas are introduced into a social system in order to produce higher per capita incomes and levels of living through more modern production methods and improved social organization (Rogers 1969, 9). In the field of media and communication the central intellectual force in developing the dominant paradigm as a theoretical system was Daniel Lerner, particularly through his major book *The Passing of Traditional Society* in 1958. Lerner’s phrase, a ‘mobility multiplier’ could transmit some of the central aspects of modern type of power to spread information and also raising empathy (Lerner 1958, 52). It’s ability to imagine different ways of living, extremely efficiently. As he put it later, ‘The multiplicative property of communication lies in its power to raise and spread empathy among its audiences’ (Lerner 1967, 104-125). They had this potential because they were a major mechanism by which other life situations could be represented. People could read, could hear and perhaps see, that things were done
differently elsewhere. Thus the possibilities of them developing empathic personalities were enhanced as he wrote that the media could teach people participation by depicting for them new and strange situations, familiarizing them with a range of opinions among which they can choose. He noted that “empathy” is the basic communication skill required of modern society (Lemer 1958, 412).

Moreover, the mass media offered a much less costly way of propagating new ideas in remote regions. It’s the cheaper way tp spread ideas rather than through the recruitment and training of large numbers of people who would go into the field and act as teachers or public communicator worker to change people’s minds through face-to-face contact. The scale of the audience that mass media could produce meant that they could reach into the minds of vast numbers of people at the same time and for vastly less cost. Radio, in particular, was relatively cheap and had a very large potential audience (Schramm 1977, 106-139). The recent addition of Internet access to many community broadcasting facilities is transforming their relevance and attractiveness as global knowledge broadcasting banks become available to local communities (Dragon 2001).

By the time goes on, while the media process become massive and coloring the globalization and development issue, the technologies which follow them is also walking in line. The technologies of production and distribution were relatively affordable and the medium could be grasped even by those without any formal education. The vast using of internet for example, increase people awareness on particular issue and also adding their knowledge. So it has been the power and cost-efficiency of internet that the emphasis upon the centrality of literacy in making the modern personality more or less disappears from the later literature. A later study, claimed the characteristics of modernity could indeed be found empirically amongst the population of developing countries (Inkeles 1974, 290). It was through the mass media that the people in villages and impoverished cities everywhere have discovered a land of their heart’s desire and have come to know that there is a different way of life.

The Impact of Media on Economic Development

The prove that the media could provide significant impact on economic development is that the media have it’s plurality and transparency as a full-spectrum overarching impact on the development process and individual development initiatives. As the World Bank noted that the Good governance is vital for economic development, and the development dividend that it generates is considerable (World Bank 2008). A participatory or two-way media environment process and a range of media providers across content subjects enables yet increased access to information and wider diffusion of knowledge within a country. Plural media support the decision maker information so that is able to increase accountability, responsiveness and contribute to anti-corruption efforts (World Bank 2007b). They provide a critical ‘return path’ that is, ‘voice’ and commentary on events and outcomes whereby the governed people respond to the governors. This path is critical in the sense of the system. The system would not work in its absence, and that the response may be critical of the actions of the governors.

The key components of the plurality and transparency influences are that they facilitate informed debate, help correct the natural fair of information (World Bank 2002). Transparency also serves as a watchdog and advocate when the media educates and informs. As a consequence they promote good governance in both business and government, and improve the functioning of markets (political and economic) with a consequent and measurable development impact (UNESCO 2005b). Good governance
promotes the rule of law and inclusive, fair, participatory political systems. The plurality and transparency is significant, because these conditions provoke responsiveness and accountability on how governments perform and deliver services. Such features would also be expected of businesses in well-functioning markets for example regarding environmental protection and product safety.

The plurality and transparency influence is not entirely top-down. Rather, a fully functioning media should facilitate a two-way process with a bottom-up return path. The media has tended to give the microphone to the politicians, the company chief executives, and the nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Even though it has not done enough to take the microphone to the slum areas so the people can tell us how they are coping with poverty (Panos 2007a). It is very important to place the media’s ‘microphone’ in these areas (slums). Placing ‘microphones’ in slums provides a bottom-up return path by making poverty the story. In fact, bottom-up, lateral, participatory, and community-led projects are often more successful at the behavioral level when community broadcasting is used. This is because of their high proportion of local content in local languages, reflecting local culture.

The recent phenomenon of Internet access to many community facilities is transforming attractiveness as global knowledge banks become available to local communities (Dragon 2001). The evidence supports the view that the media have made a significant contribution to the development process at the behavioral level, where its storyline also overlaps with the plurality and transparency storyline to encourage behavioral change at the top. At the same time, there is a significant potential for negative impacts. In Indonesia for example, recently the open widen access to the information though the internet had made people from every layer of society knows about political issue, economical issue. And it is not rare that if their awareness on those issue also influence their decision on their business or their political choice. It is can be counted as a positive impact if with this openness could reduce the slowness of the development process. But on the other hand, this openness could also be a fragile condition in the process of development agenda if this condition be come a long term of uncertainty in the country. It is because the people can make or even change their decision very sudden after they get some information about many issues related to their business.

The flourishing of using the wide media pattern has also accommodate to the power of the new global marketplace and seek to integrate more closely into international trade. For the Washington Consensus, ‘the role of government is to provide room for entrepreneurs to invest in agriculture, industry, and services. That allows private firms operating in competitive markets to be the engine of growth and job creation, providing opportunities’.

In this paper finally media can propose numerous concrete and practical steps that can be taken immediately. This steps are important to help establish and develop strong, independent and free media world-wide. This kind of media surely can play a vital role in spreading knowledge, helping to tackle the ills that plague so many nations and societies, and contributing to economic development. Some of those practical role of media to take part on economic development are; (1) Skills and information transfer, both journalistically and managerial, (2) Establishment of professional organizations to defend and promote the common interests of the press industry, (3) Capital investment and material aid, (4) Access to information.
First practical role is the clearest opportunities relate to training: seminars in business/economic reporting. This can make journalists writing more knowledge about the development as well as the wider context of economic issues. Specialized programs can give business journalists a deeper understanding of how international development works and lay out the specifics of the development process. Training programs can also provide techniques for monitoring governance and working with other sectors of society. Furthermore, the development process to experienced journalists will sharpen the management skills of newspaper executives, and to provide pointers for attracting domestic and well as international investment.

Second, establishment of professional organizations to defend and promote the common interests of the press industry. This kind of organization can force its member associations to create and sustain associations in developing and transitional countries. These organizations are unique in that they bring together competitive businesses to fight for the common good. Their issues are not only to defend and promote press freedom, but the daily issues that affect media everywhere such as; tax rates, newsprint supplies and prices, advertising regulations and more. By themselves, these might not seem important or essential but they all have a profound impact on the economic vitality of media outlets.

Third, capital investment and material aid. This may involved developing new channels for obtaining newsprint and other supplies, or building new regional press facilities, or facilitating new telecommunication and other electronic channels. Care must be taken both to ensure equal access to technology and to ensure that the technologies provided are appropriate to the social and economic setting. For example, rapidly growing urban environment, computerization could be an important part of the development equation.

Fourth is access to information to perform its role effectively as both an disseminator of information and as a watchdog for corruption. The media must have access to documents. Not only documents, but the people behind them such as; personnel in government and in the private sector, multilateral and bilateral organizations as well as the key players in civil society. This channel will be useful for the media to become one of the most prominent actor for transparency in order to support positive economic development.

**Conclusion**

The aim of development communication was to assist in changing the situation of the increasing productivity of their labour and the size of the national economies in order that these citizens of developing countries could enjoy a better life. Countries would be helped to shift from subsistence agriculture based on obsolete technologies to up-to-date scientific agriculture directed at the production of marketable products.

The media is a key for achieving a successful policy mix that can promotes economic development. The development process actually is the result of good policies and are characterized by a situation of the bureaucracy and its agents. Economic development is achieved when potential issue turned into a good or positive decision which can coordinate to the agents of developments. And the free and openness media is one such means for achieving this. The strategies chosen in this coordination scenario depends critically on the agents belief and its society amongst.

There is now a convincing body of evidence that demonstrates that a free media and press is a central condition for the development and maintenance of transparent and honest government and durable economic growth. The establishment of a strong, free
and independent press sector is a necessary precondition to all real and durable progress in economic, social and political development and stability.
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